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of the toothed bar, then in an upward direction
Be it known that I, GEORGE W. BAKER, of over a pulley, K, af?xed to the front or oppo
Elizabeth City, in the county of Pasquotank site side of the carriage, and from thence to a
and State of North Carolina, have invented an drum or shaft, L, to which it is secured. Said
To all whom it may concern:

Improvement in Machines for Turning Logs shaft L has one of its ends ?tted in a stationary
in Saw-Mills, of which the following is a speci
?cation:

>

This invention relates to that class of ma

journal-box on the frame-work, and its oppo
site end is journaled in a bridge-tree, M, piv~
oted to the frame.

a is a friction-pulley lo

chines for turning or rolling logs upon the cated -on the shaft or drum L, which, when
carriage of a saw-mill in which a verti thrown in contact with a similar pulley, b, on
cally-reciprocating toothed bar is employed the power-shaft N, will cause the revolution of,
to effect the turning operation. The chief the shaft L, thus winding up the rope I for
feature of my invention consists-in the pro elevatlng the turning bar F. For the purpose
vision of a sliding carriage moving hori of holdmg the latter stationary, or to allow it
zontally in ways or guides beneath the log to descend with any desired rapidity, a brake, '
deck, and carrying the toothed turning bar O, is provided, which is attached to a rock
so as to enable the same to be horizontally

shaft, P, having a vertical arm, Q, projecting

‘ adjusted for action upon logs of variouslengths, through the log-deck for the purpose of oper
as will'be hereinafter more fully described. ating the brake. Q2 is a horizontal pivoted
The second feature of my invention consists in lever, serving, in connection with an arm, It,

the combination with the movable carriage of attached to the same and projecting through
a sliding self-adjusting weighted block for eX the log-deck, as amedium for depressing the
erting a constant pressure. upon the turning front end of the bridge-tree to throwthe friction

bar to hold the “same in contact with the log. pulley on the rope-drum in contact with the
The third feature of my invention relates to pulley on the power-shaft. S is a weight ap
certain devices for moving the sliding carriage plied to the rear end of tho bridge-tree for
in opposite directions; and consists in the ar-‘ elevating the front end of the same, when the
rangement of a revolving shaft or Windlass at pressure exerted by the lever Q and arm R is
one end of the frame or mill-deck, which car‘

removed, thus automatically disconnecting the

ries two separate ropes or chains attached to friction-pulleys. T! is . a Windlass or revolving
the opposite sides of the carriage for accom shaft, provided with a friction-pulley on its

outer end, and carrying two ropes, U ‘V,
plishin g the desired result.
In the drawing, Figure l is a side elevation, wound upon the same in opposite directions
and attached, respectively, to the front andrear
and Fig. 2 an end view of my machine.
A represents the log-deck and frame of a sides of the sliding carriage D. The rope U,
saw-mill, and B the log-carriage, about the for moving the carriage in one direction, is
construction of which parts there is nothing attached to the front side of the carriage, while
new. 0 G are longitudinal grooved ways or the rope V, for moving the same in a reverse
guide-bars affixed to the vertical standards direction, passes from the Windlass to a pulley,
of the mill-frame beneath the log-deck A. D W, a?ixed to the opposite end of the frame,
is a movable carriage provided with side strips and from thence to the rear side of the car
E, which are ?tted into the ways (3 G. F rep riage, where it is vsecured. X is a sliding self‘
resents a vertically-reciprocating bar, armed adjusting block moving in horizontal guides
with teeth or prongs at its upper end, and in the carriage D, and provided with a small
passing between friction-rollers G G situated friction or guide-roller T, which is caused to
in the chambered carriage D, and, when in bear against the rear face of the turning bar
operation, through elongated openings H in through the medium of a weight, Y, connected
the log-deck. I is a chain or rope for elevating with the block by a cord, Z.
The object of said weighted block and roller“
the toothed bar, having one end secured to the
rear side of carriage D, from whence it passes is to guide the movement of the turning bar.
around a sheave,E’, journaled in the lower end and also to exert a suf?cient pressure for pr
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venting the disengagement of the same from I the same, to enable it to adjust itself to logs
.
of di?'erent diameters.
The advantages of my invention over the
Having thus described my invention, what
machines heretofore constructed are manifold, I claim as new, and desire to secure by Let
viz: The employment of a sliding carriage, ters Patent, is—'
the log when in operation.

carrying the toothed turning bar, will enable

1. The horizontally- sliding carriage D, in

the same to be brought into any desired posi combination with the turning-bar F and suit
tion, within the limits of the carriage ways or able elevating mechanism, substantially as
tracks, and thus the toothed bar is adapted herein shown and described.
.

for operation upon logs of different lengths,

2. The combination, with the carriage D, of

which is not possible in the machines hereto the weighted self-adjustin g block X, provided
fore constructed. The provision of the ropes With the friction-roller T, as and for the pur
and Windlass will enable the carriage to be
adjusted from one end of the machine, where
3. The Windlass T’ and ropes or chains UV,
‘the motive ‘power is situated, by the simple in combination with the carriage D, for mov
pose

speci?ed.
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rotation of the Windlass in opposite directions, ing the same in opposite directions, as herein

which may be performed either by hand or shown and described.

suitable power. The weighted sliding block,
moving in the sliding carriage, will at all

times exert a pressure upon the turning bar, '

while not preventing the lateral movement of
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